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SUI'.1MARY 
Detailed method3 &re presented for deterMining the 
corrections to re8ult~ from wind- tunnel bests of three -
dimensional 111ode1 s for t~le effects o!' the model-"'upport 
system, the nonuniform air flow in the tunnel , and the 
tunnel walls or jet boundaries . The procedures for 
determinin[ the c0rrectio~s are illustrated by equations 
and the required teqt~ are ciscussed . Particular atten-
tion is given to the parts of the pr ceduree dealing with 
drag measuremen tE' . rrVJo gene ral met!10dE' that are uS8d 
f'or determining and applying the corrections to force 
tests are discu,qsed . 80me discussion is also included 
of the c')rrection pr')cedures to be lsed for wake survey 
tests . The methods described in this report apply only 
to tests at subcritical speeds . 
I -TRODUCTION 
The purpo e of the present report is to discuss 
methods for determi~ing the air- flow condlti0ns in wind 
tunnels designed fo~ the testing of three-dimensi~nal 
modelE' and to indica~c the procedure for applying the 
necessary corrections to the reaasured aeroc.y~amic char-
acteristicc of the model . The various factors that 
affect the applicability of win6 - tt.mnel te[.ts to flight 
have been studied f')r many years . (See references and 
bibl~ography. ) Recently , with the development of 
cleaner ai~planes operating at high Ijft coefficients 
and of l3.rge hir;h - speed low- turbulenc e 'I!ind tun~el s , 
the problel.l of determining the correctio::1s to the 
required degree of accuracy has beco~e increasi _gly 
acute . 
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The usual practice of predicting the flyin[ qualities 
of airp l anei3 from wind- tunnel teets of relatively small-
scale m~dels makes it imperattve that the model te8t 
result8 be corrected to free - air conditions. In addition, 
the large number of wind tunnels in use makes it desirable 
that a more or less 8tandard calibration and correction 
procedure be adopted in order to make data fr~m different 
tunnels as nearly comparable as possible . Not much com-
prehensive information has been publj. fobej prevlously on 
tl::.e subject of wind - tunnel calibration and correction 
~ethods . Tte discussion contaiLed in reference 1 is 
rrobably the be8t information to date . A discus Ion is 
[iven in the present repo~t of tbe methods in use at the 
preseLt time for calibrating a wind tunnel and deternining 
the corrections to be applied to the reeasured model data . 
So~e refinements to the usual procedures are suggested 
with special attention to those parts of the p~ocedure 
that affect the drag measuI'emnt . The use of large 
!1"odels in order to mOY'e nearly approach the Reynolr s 
numbers obtained in flight has ir:crea[ed the :nagni tude 
and thus tte i~portance ~f the jet - boundary corrections . 
A detailed discm~sion of ,jet - bo'L'..Dr3ar;T correction i .'3 
not given here~n , however , beca~se thiCC' 8ubject, except 
for the effects of compreQsibili ty , l: as been treated 
rather t:r:.orou,?:hly in previous publications . (See ref6r -
enC6f'! 2 to 1 2 .) 
All the following discus o l n applies only to tests 
wade at 8ubc.ritical ~peeds and for arrangements giving 
fairly low reQtrictlon effects . The discu~Eion is also 
limi ted to three - dimeneional - model teFts. 'Ih~ pr'ocedures 
described comprise only the part of the tu ... Ylnel - testing 
technique concel'ned vdth determ:lniYlg the corrections to 
the model data necessitated by the differences between 
the air- flow conc:.itior~s in the tunnel and those in an 
unlimited \mif~rm air etream with the same Reynolds 
num er , .1ach nunber , turbulence , anc. other factors . 
For l)urposcs of sinplicity , only threE components - lift, 
dra~ , and pitching moment - are cons idered in most of 
the discuJsion . Correctio~s to the otter threA components 
may be derived by procedures similar to those Given herem. 
During the conversion of the data to final form, it will 
usually be nece88ary to apply 80me corrections for the 
deflections of the balance system and to tran3fer the 
forces and mo~ents to other sets of axes but, f'!inc~ these 
corro ctio~lS are E.8sentially geometric and not aerodynamic 
problens , they are not dealt with in this report . 
----_._. ---. -
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SY1',ffiOL 
CL lift coeffjcient 
cL ~ection lift coefficient 
L lift 
L section lift 
CD dra~ coefficient 
CD profile - drag coeffic ient 
o 
cd
o 
section profile - drag coefficien t 
D drag 
d section drag 
Cn resultant-force coe:ficient 
Cm r.itchin~-moment coefficient 
CL rolllnF - moment coefficient 
Cn yawing - momen t coefficient 
Cy lateral - force coefficient 
K drag co r rection at zero lift 
Fc compres sibi lity factor 
H total pressure 
_1 Mach nu>nber 
R gas constant 
A cross - sectional area of boGy 
AI cros"' - sectional area of te~t .section of t 1mnel 
V free - ~tream vel city 
v volume of body 
-----/ 
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v ' effec tive v olu.'11 e of body for ~tatic -pressure -
grad_ent corr ections (de~oted by A' in 
references 2 and 3 ) 
S wing area 
b wing span 
c wing chord 
y pa~wire distance from center of tunnel 
it anp l e of incdenc e of horizontal tai l surface 
T absolute staanation temperature at lo~- speed 
section of tunrel 
Ta absolute temperature at test section of tunne l 
h stat i c - orifice pressure difference 
p static pre~pure 
q dynamic pre~sure 
a 
p 
y 
.' 
angle of attack 
air deY'sity 
angle used in 
correction 
d~eri va ti on 06
D
:)1 inemen t - angle 
~ = tan- l - '-' 
CI1S 
rat i o of specific beat at constant pressure to 
specific heat at constffi l t volume 
aline~ent anrle , ~egrees ( a~fle between air-
stream direction and drap axis of balance 
system) 
AE change in alinement an~le 
6 rat i o of ncr-ement of dynamic prGssure to clear-
tunne l d~rnamic preAsure 
-~- .~-- - - ~ --- --
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Subscripts 
In alinement-an[le equations: 
S scale readi~g 
E erect - model te8t 
I inverte~-model test 
av avera.se 
w wejrhtec acc rdinf to span-load distrlbution 
In tare equationp: 
1 test 0: rr0del on tare support 
2 te8t of model on tar8 8upport with dunnny suppor t 
in place 
3 te s t of wadel on n0r~al s~port 
M model 
". 
T tare support 
D d 1.I'TlffiY Upp:J r t 
N norma l 8upport 
I interference 
Combinati nCO! of theCO!e c nditions PtT, Ar.D, etc .) are also 
used as sub scripts ::'n the tare equations . 
The lACA standard system of wind axes is uRed for 
a ll equations . 
GmrERAL DISC Tssrmr 
Before the results of ~ind-tunnel tests on a model 
can be used to predict the flying qualities of an a i r-
p l ane , correctionp to the measIred aerodynamic character -
istics must be determined to account for the effects of 
1 
\ 
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the model-support system, the nonuniform air - flow condi -
tions in the tunnel , and the tunnel walls or jet bounda -
rie s . 
Tares .- The corrections for the ffects of the 
model - support system are usually determined in the form 
of increments of force~ and moments or the corresponding 
coeffi c ients and are called tares . The tares are com-
posed of the direct air forces on the support system 
plus the mutual interference between the support system 
and the model . It could be expected, therefore , that 
the tares would be gr eatly dependent on the size and 
shape of supports , the configuration of the model , and 
the point of attachment of the supports to the model . 
The relatively ~reat effect of the model configuration 
on the tares is illustrated in figure 1 , which presents 
some tare values measured in the Lang ley 7 - by lO - foot 
tunnel for two d1fferent models under several te8t con-
ditions . 
Because of their dependence upon the support and 
model configur ation , the tares should be determined 
experimentally for each model . The tare tests should 
be made with the complete model including tail surfac es . 
This condition is necessary because the tail of the 
model may pass into or out of a region of reduced 
velocity behind the support struts as the model is 
.pit ched or yawed and may thus affect the pitchi ng 
moment~ and yawing moments . The tares should be deter -
mined for all test condition~ to be encou~tered, such 
as the conditions with the flap neutral and deflected , 
with the model yawed , wi th several power conditions , 
and with any model modification that might affect the 
tares . This requirement is particularly important when 
accu r ate drag measurements are desired because , as indi -
c ated in figure 1 , the drag tares may often be greater 
than the dra€ of the airfoil . 
Nonuniform air - flow conditions . - The nonuniformi -
t ies in the air stream may be thought of as belonging 
i n the thr ee following categories : 
( 1 ) A change in the average airspeed along the 
longitudinal axis of the tunnel 
(2 ) A variation in airspeed over a plane perpen-
dicular to the longitudinal axis 
____________ . _~_. _____ . ____________ J 
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(3) A variation in the air - flow angle in the 
region occupied by the mode l 
. The change in the average airspeed along the 
axis of the tunnel is caused by any actual or effec -
tive c onvergence o r divergence of t he air stream . 
7 
Tbis c hange in velocity along the axis of the tunnel 
causes a variation in the static pressure and a correc -
tion must be ap plied to the drag to account for the 
buoyancy effect of any such static - p r essure gradient. 
For an open-throat tunnel the possibi lity of having a 
diverging or c onve r g i ng air stream is obvious. For a 
closed- throat tunnel the formation of a boundary laye r 
along the walls of the test se c tion changes the effec -
tive shape of t he tunne l . Clo sed-thro at tunnels are 
usually designed with a slightly d ivergent test section 
to counteract t his effect but in any case the static-
pressure gradi ent must be measured . The tunnel leakage 
conditions can have a very marked effec t on the static -
pressure gradient (references 2 and 3) because a leak 
in the t unnel changes its effective shape . All holes in 
the t unnel walls of the t est sec t i on should therefore 
be sealed. If sealing is not possible , the amount of 
leakage should be rra i ntai ned as nearly c onstant as pos -
sible . 
The airspeed generally varies slightly from po int 
to point in a p lane perpendicular to the tunnel axis. 
The usual procedure for c orrec ting the test results fo r 
this variation i n velocity is to use the aVErage value 
of the dynamic pressure over the space occupied by the 
model in c omputing tbe model coefficients . 
The deviation of the direction of the air velocity 
from the drag axis of the balanc e system over the 
region occupied by the model bas a c onsiderable effect 
on the measured mode l characteristics, particularly on 
the drag . Lift and drag are defined as the forces 
parallel and perpendicular , respective l y , to the air -
stream direction . If the average a linement angle € is 
not zero, the lift and drag forces measured by tre 
balance system will not be the t r ue lift and drag as 
may easily be seen from the following derivation : 
- CR (cos ~ cos € - sin sin €) 
'. 
r-- - ------- ,-
r 
8 
Ine_ srr.uch as 
sin E: E: :::: 57 . 3 · 
Simila r ly , 
CD 
E: i':1 a BilaJ.l anele , 
Therefore , 
CL = CR cos (3 
t-
- 57 . 3 L 
= CR sin ((3 + €) 
= CR (ein (3 cos E: + 
= CR sin (3 + 
€ CR 57 . 3 
= CDQ + E: C 
'-' 
57 . 3 LS 
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cos E: z 1.0 and 
CR sin 13 
( 1) 
cos {3 sin d 
cos (3 
(2 ) 
Thi~ derivat i on may be applied to either the erect-model 
or inverted-model condition as indicated 1n fi gure 2 . 
Becavse the al!ne~ent anEle is small and becau~e the 
lift is Fenerally many times great e r than the drag, the 
lift is not appreciably affected by the alinement angle 
a~d is considered correct as read, insofar as the a1ine -
ment angle is concerned . The dra~ , ho¥ever, ~S appre -
ciably affected and a correction must be applied as is 
eXl') lained in detail in the section enti tled HAlinenlE'nt -
Angle Corrections . II The ang le of attack rr'_ust als') be 
c')rrected by the amount of the average alinement angle 
and, if there ie a difference in the measured alinement 
angle at the wing and at the usual location of the tail 
surfaces , a correct50n to the mode l trIm (pitching-
moment) condition mtst be made . 
Jet - boundary correcti,ol1s. - The tunnel walls, or 
jet bowldarie9 , place certain restrictions on the air 
flow around the model and thus calae a change in the 
direction and curvature of the air s tream and a change 
in the airspeed 8.t the model . The amount of the 
restriction is , of course , dependen t on the cross-
sec tional shoo p6 of the tunnel , the mod e l configuration , 
the relative sizes of the model and the tunnel, and the 
position and attitude of tbe model in the tunnel. For 
--- ----- - ---- --------------~ 
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a clo~ed-throat tl1nnel the effect of the tunnel walls is 
generally to limit the downwash around the model and 
thus to cause an effective upward deflection and an 
upwa rd curvature of the air stream. A displacement 
blockinF occurs because the rigid walls also prohibit 
the expansion of t~e air stream as it passes around the 
model and , a9 the air ' s constrained to a smaller cross-
section~l area, the velocity correfpondingly increases. 
Thi ~ increase in the v elocity is generally considered 
separately. For an o~en- throat tunnel a physical 
interpretation of the 1et-boundary effects may be 
obtained by considering that the mass of moving air 
which is affected by the model is not so large as the 
mass which would be affected if the model were in an 
unli~ited air stream . The air stream thus undergoes a 
greater deflection and curvature and a ~reater expansion 
in pas?in~ over the model than it would experience if it 
were of infinite extent . The effect of the jet bounda -
ries foJ' an open- throat tunnel is therefore generally 
of opposite sign from the effect of the tunnel walls 
for a closed-throat tunnel. 
The subject of jet - boQnd ary interference has been 
rather extensively investigated for all types of wind 
tunnels in common use. (See references 2 to 13 and 
bibliography .) Since jet - boundary interference is 
discus~ed adequately in many reports, any further dis -
c uss ion in this paper is deemed unnecessary . In 
table I are listed the various reports from which 
numerical values of the d i fferent corrections for a 
number of model - tunnel arrangements may be obtained . 
For those ca 3es in which the same information is repeated 
in several reports , onl , one of the reports is listed . 
Detailed illu~trative examples of the methods of calcu-
lating jet-boundary corrections are g iven in references 9 
and 10. 
The information on blocking corrections for sym-
metrical bodie~ presented in reference 2 is a su~nary 
of the best data available . A discussion of the use of 
the electric tank for determination of blocking correc -
t ions for three - dimensional nonlifting bodies is given 
in reference 14. An approximate rule for estimating 
the b l ocking corrections for a lifting wing in closed-
throat tunne18 is to multiply the indicated dynamic 
P reSC3ure by the quantitv 1 + ~ 'where A/A ' is the 
• v 4A' 
fraction of the cross-sectional area of the tunnel 
,---- - -----~-- -
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blocked off by the mode l. This 8im-dle emp:trical factor 
was derived from the results of tmpublishec tests to 
determine the blockin~ corr ection for the lift of two -
dimensional - flow models as well as from results of a 
few tests to det(.rmj.ne the corrections for three -
d 1 mensional wings . It s~ould be not6d that the data on 
blocking corrections for symmetrical bodie8 g iven in 
reference 2 indicate that the correction varies as the 
square of the area blocked off, 'Nhereas the experimental 
data on lifting wings indicate that the correction 
varies linear l y as the area b l ocked off . The numerica l 
values are roughly the saMe , however , for the usual 
mode rate - si z e models . The simple rule for estimating 
the correction iEl fairly accurate for aerodynamically 
clean bodies auch as plain wings. For bluff bodies o r 
bodies of any other form that createF a large wake , 
such as a wing ith a split flap, an additional correc -
tion due to the static - pressure gradien t gene rated by 
the wake should be made as outlined in reference 2 . 
This additional corr Ection 1s in good a g reement with 
t he experimentally detE;rr.1ined additional correction 
obtained from the-te pts with split flaps deflected . 
The calculations of reference 2 indicate that for 
an open- t h roat tunnel the chanoe in dynamic pressure 
caused by bloc ing effect for an aerod~la~ically clean 
body is of the opposite sien and much E'maller in ma gni -
tude than that for a c l ose~- t roat tlmnel . The addi -
tional correction for the b lock ing effect caus ed by the 
wake static -pre~sure g radient of a hluff body i8 essen-
tially zero in an open - throat tunnel . 
Criterions of Simil i tude 
The critedons o f si"l1ilitude that are of primary 
i~portance to w~nd- tunnel testinr are the air - stream 
turbulence , the Reyno IdEl nu.mb er , and the iVIa ch numbe r . 
It i p rarely pos~ible to satisfy the~e three criterions 
8i 'nu l taneouE' lyon thE:' mode l. The usual p r o ce d '..lre i'3 to 
attem t t~ satisfy one or two. of the criterion2 
that would be expected to have the grea test effect for 
the tests under cons ideration . 
Turbul ence is defined as a ra
4 
id variation in 
velo city at a point with time . Although the qualitative 
effects of turbulence are fairly wel l kno~n , the theo ry 
and data a ailable a~e n o t suffici ent to pe rmit the 
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determination of satisfactory corrections . For any tunnel, 
however , the numerical value of the turbulence should be 
known in order to facilitate a cumparison of the data with 
data from other wind tunnels or from flight tests or to 
study fur~her the turbu l ence effects. The Reynolds number 
and Mach number are also quanti ties for which no completely 
satisfactory methods of correction have been devised. 
For purposes of comparison with other data , their values 
should be known, however , and sp ecified for all model 
tests for which they are likely to have an effect. Because 
the support system caUE-es local changes in the air flow , 
it may be desirable for some t es ts , in which Mach number 
effects ar e especially critical , to epecify not only the 
average Mach number of the air flow but al so the local 
Mach numb ers near t:'1e support s . 
Correction Methods 
The successful applicatiorr of corrections to wind-
tunnel data is dependent on the type of tunnel used for 
testing . Two methods are available for gene ral use and 
for convenienc e are de E' igna ted herein method A and method B. 
Method A, which is based on a .clear- tunnel, air- flow survey J 
is more stratghtforward and is believe~d, to be more accurate 
than method B, which is based on a survey with the model 
support struts in place . Tbe main empbasis of ~he discus-
sion contained herein is therefore placed on method A. 
Method B is recommended only for use in large open tunnels 
in which mechanIcal difficultie: associated with mounting 
exact - image supports above the model for tare and aline -
ment estimations become excessive . 
Method A. - This metbod is based on an air - flow 
surveY-With no model or supports in the tunnel (to be 
called tbe clear- tunnel survey) and tbe tares are deter -
mined in sucb a way aE' t include all tbe effects caused 
by the support struts or wires . The tareE are ordinarily 
the first corrections to be applied to the measured data. 
If tbe tares are defined as the total effect of the 
support sy~tem, their subtraction from the measured data 
leaves the data in a condition representing the model 
in the tunnel with no support system. The effect of the 
dynamic-pre ssure cb~nge caused by the presence of the 
supports l1a ving been c.ccounted for , the dynamic pre s sure 
to be used in computing the coefficients is that obtained 
from tbe clear-tunnel air-flow survey. The next correc -
tions to be applied are the corrections to the angle of 
attack and drag to account for the alinement ang le and 
the static - pressure gradient , also determined from the 
clear- tunnel survey. Tbe data are now corrected for the 
l 
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effee ts of the support system and the nonuni.formi tie s 
in the air stream . If the jet - boundary correc t ions are 
applied along with the blocking corrections , the data 
then repref'ent the model in an unlimite d uniform air 
stream. Although , properly speaking , the blockinF, cor-
rection is an effect caused by the presence of the 
tunnel walls or jet boundaries, it i s most easily 
applied in the second step Simp ly as a correction to the 
value of q used in computing the coefficients . One 
variation from this procedure , which is sometimes used , 
is to apply the 1et -boundary c orrections before the 
tare corrections . The tares mUA t t hen be correct ed for 
jet - boundary i~terference . The difference in t he 
resul ts from the two me thod s will gene rally be nE:.gligible . 
In this report the tares will be determined so that. they 
may be applied first. 
Method B.- As has been previously noted, method B 
is based on an air - flow survey with the support struts 
in place . The tares det e r mined by use of this method 
include any effect.s of the support system that have not 
been accounted for in the air- flow survey . If the basic 
air - flow survey is made with the supports in place , the 
effect of the supports in causing chan€"es i.n dynamic 
p ressure and air - flow angularity has been accounted for . 
The tares f or this system should then include only the 
air forces on the exposed parts of the support system 
p lus the effects of the model on the supports. The 
p rocedure for determining the tares by thi s method is 
different from that of me thod A. After t he ta~eA have 
been applied , the coefficients are computed with a 
dyn a~ic -pressure value for t he supports in place . The 
correction procednre from thi s point on i s the same for 
method B as for method A. 
Wake - Shadow Effects 
Some additional effects that should be accounted 
for in both correction methods are those caused by the 
flwake shadow. 1I Tbe wake shadow is defined a~ the loss 
in total pressure and dynamic pressure and the pos~ible 
changes in air - flow anp..-le , static pres:::u r e , and turbu-
lenc e that occur when the wake of the model i s carried 
around the return pa8sages of the tunnel without being 
diffu ed or dissipated . The change i n q caused by the 
wake is called wake blockin- _ rhe effect of wake block-
ing on the model may be taken care of by app lying a 
- -~- ~ - ---_. 
- --~ --~~ - ---' 
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c.orrection to the value of q used fo r c omput i ng t he 
coefficiente . 
13 
At p!'esent r..o ~atisfac tory method of me a suring the 
chanFes on air - f l ow angl e and static - pressure gradien t 
c ausEd by ~ake phadow has been developed and tried 
experi mentally . If , therefore , any difficul ties 
resultinr f r om wake shadow are fo und to exist i n a wind 
turme l , the be8t proced.ure probab l y Tou l d be to modify 
the tunnel by adcinp ~creens or diffuser vanes in such 
a way that t he wake ehadov would be e l iMinated . 
The wake ~hadow need not necessari l y pas directly 
over the model to caU8e large errors . For example , if 
t he wake in traveling around the return passages 1s 
def l e c ted well belo'v the model , it will pass near tl:.e 
static orificE's (used to indicate the dynamic pressure ) 
on the floor of the tunneL If the stati. c orifice'3 
on the roof and floor are not connected s~metrically , 
the resulting air fl w through the connecting tubes 
will then Five errO!1eou·s indication"! of the dynami c 
prespur e . It mi[-ht be noted that if the difference in 
a i r pressure between the orifices is large , the air flow 
through the tlIDCS ma be turbulent in~tead of laminar 
a::1d the indicated dynarr:ic pressure \,7ill be e r roneous 
even thou{1.'h the orifices are connected symmetricall y . 
Incorrect design of the guide vanes , the tunnel 
prope l ler and nacelle , or the return passages may 
r esult in very irregular or pulsating air - flow condi -
tions . In particular , introducing the model in the 
wind tunnel or cban€,ing the model attitude may cause 
air - flow separation f'omewhere in the return passag.es 
and change appreciably the air - flow conditions . Although 
this condition is not properly a form of wake ~had w, i t 
is detected and corrected for in much the same manner as 
wake 8!1adow . 
DETAIT..;SD CAI,IBRATIOJ A~m CORRFCTIOl [STEODC: 
Calibra tion 
Air - f l ow 8urveys .- The first step in the calibration 
procedure is t~e measurement of the air - flow conditions 
in tbe turme 1 with the model removed . For correc tion 
method A outlined in the preceding secti n , the support 
-~-----~-
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
j 
I 
I 
I 
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struts rrust also be renoved from the tu~nel . For correc -
tion method B, the support; struts must remajn in the 
tunnel . The firC't 30ur'ce of inaccuracy of the second 
system may be menti~ncd here. It is difficult to measure 
tbe dynami c pressure near and at tbe supp~rt sYE'·tem 
because , in practice , part of tbe support system is 
enclosed in tbe model and any changes in veloci y caused 
by th eee oth€rwi8e enclosed parts are thus errors. 
Tbe air - flow s~rvey2 sboQld be made over a pla~e 
perpendicular to the & r strea~ at tbe position to be 
occupied by the wing of a medel to be tested. Usually 
tbis pos it on is at, or very near , tbe support-strut 
location . Tbe survey sbould be made &t variou8 points 
on a line across tbe tunnel at C'everal heights to .C8ver 
all po~sible mode l variations . This original tunnel 
survey should be made rather accurately and completely . 
Unles8 somp alterations are made to the tunnel or unless 
some change in the air - flow conditions bas been indi -
cated, only occa~ional check surveys will be necessary . 
The neasurerrents over this survey plane may be mad~ 
with a combined pitch , yaw , and pito"'c -stat5_c tube and 
with manome ters meaSlring total pressure , static pres-
sure , and air - flow ar:gularity with reE'pect to the drag 
axis of the balance system . Some detai18 on tbe con-
struction and use of tbe~e instrument~ can be found in 
referencer E, 15 , and 16. The measurements are made 
fo r a constant rE::adin h on tbe manometer connecting 
the two sets of stat!c orifices . These orifices are 
static-pressure boles set into tbe walls Qf tbe tunnel 
at two section~ upstream of the modeJ . The difference 
in pressure between the two sets of orifices is a 
function of the dynamic pre s sure . Tbe static orifices 
at eacb secti0n sbould be connected in a symmetrical 
~an~er to minimize the effect on the pre~svre readings 
of any flow be tween the orifi c es caused by the model 
pressure field or by a wake shadow . From the total 
pres8ure and static pressure mea sured at each point in 
the survey plane , the impact pressure may be obtained . 
The measurenents should be repe~ted several times to 
improve the accuracy . 
The accurate measurement of the air-flow angularity 
(or alinement angle) with the yaw head is probably the 
mos t difficult part of t he tunnel callbration . Most 
yaw heads cannot ba pxpected to ~easure angles to a 
greater accuracy than 0 . 250 (reference 15). An error 
--- --~- ----------- - - - .-.-- -- -. --- ----~ 
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in the alinement ang l e of 0 . 250 will cause an error in 
the drag results of 0 . C044CL, which is excessive. The 
alinement angle at each section may be determined some -
what more accurately by use of a faired curve through a 
great many points obtained by repeating the tests . The 
difficulty in obtaining more a c curate readings is probably 
c aused mainly by the lack of sufficient rigidi ty in the 
mounting support for the yaw head and by the errors made 
in measur ing the initial setting . The support should 
therefore be designed with the greatest care; a support 
spanning the tunne 1 rather than a can ti lever support should 
be used . Erect and inverted yaW - head tests with the same 
mounting system are deAirable . Because of the relatively 
large inaccuracy of the yaw - head measurements , the aline -
ment angles are generally determined from actual model 
tests , as is shown later in the section II Alinement - Angle 
Cor r ections . II The alinement angles mea"ured by the yaw 
head may still be of value , h owever , if the variation in 
angularity across the tunnel is ~reater than the accuracy 
of measurement . The yaw- head measurements may be adjusted 
to agree with the averare alinement angle as determined 
from the model tests and the resulting variation may be 
used to compute the alinement ang le far each model , as 
wil l be shown in detail . 
The stat i c pressure must be measured at a number of 
poitlts along the longitudinal axis of the tunnel over 
enough distance to include the complete length of any 
mode l likely to be tested . If tne static pressure is not 
constant , a buoyancy correction to the drag will be neces -
sary . The measurements of the static-pressure gradient 
must be luade very carefully . Rathe' long static - pressure 
tube s have been found mo s t sa ti sfac"tory for thi s work . In 
any c ase , the static - pressure tube must be carefully 
c a librated . 
The alinement an~les should be measured at various 
10cat ion Q behind the survey plane to determine any change 
ip al~nement angle behind the wing that will neceQsitate a 
correction to the pitcping moment as mentioned previously. 
Turbulence measurement .- Although corrections are 
usu~lly not applied for air - stream turbulence , the value 
of the turbulence should be known and can be measured 
when the tunnel surveys are made . Th€ turbulence of the 
wind tunnel may be determined by sphere test~ , described 
i n reference 17 , provided the tunnel is at least mod-
erate l y turbulent . If tbe tQ~el is a low- turbulence wind 
tunne l, it will be necessary to use hot - wire - anemometer 
equipment ( reference 18) to determine the turbulence 
le v e l of the air stream. The measurements should be 
che c ked with ~everal instrwnents and should be made at 
._..1 
r----
I 
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several tunnel airspeeds because the i ncreased tunnel 
and moto r vibrations t hat accompany a rise in tunnel 
speed often appreciab l y increase the turbulence. 
For an ex tremely l ow - turbulence tunnel with con-
ditions appro achine fre e -air conditions , the hot - wire 
method be c omes inadequate because varIous disturbing 
influence s , such a~ the vibration of the wire, cause 
readings t o be higher than those caused by turbulence . 
Comparative turbulenc e ~easurements in such ca?es may 
be estimated from tests of l ow-drag airfoils that are 
very sen~ i tive to changes i n turbulence . 
Corrections 
Once the tunnel calibrations are completed, the 
s:pe ci fi c corrections affecting the aerodynamic coeffi -
clent s may be computed . 
Dynamic - pressure factor .- In order to determine 
the dynamic - pressure f actor , the value of q measured 
a each point on the survey plane is divided by the 
stati c - orifice prepsure difference h and the values 
of q/h are plotted against Yl the diftance across 
the tunnel in a spanwise d ir ectlon . A curve drawn 
thr ough the point~ give<1 the: dynamic - pref.'sure variation 
across the tunnel. The dynamic pressure for G.ny g iven 
model test is then equal to the static - orifice pressure 
difference as obse rved dur i ng the test times the average 
value of q/h across the model span . A mechanical 
integration o f the q/h curve can then be made across 
the m0de l span . Thus , 
b/2 
q = £ J .9. dy ( 3 ) b h 
- b/2 
If the spanwise variation of q/h is large , ho w~ 
ever , the v alues of q/h snould be weighted accordtng 
to wing c hord for taper ed wing models to give a bette r 
approximation . 
q -_ hs rb / 2 - (q/h ) c dy 
-.J- b / 2 
In order to determine the exac t q , it would be 
necessar y t o we ight t he q/h variation according 
(4 ) 
to the spanwise l ift distributio n for the lift calcu-
lations and accor ding to the spanwise drag distribution 
for t he drag calculations . rhis procedure obv iously 
involves an excessive amoun t of work with only a srra ll 
increase in accuracy over that of equation (4). 
--~ ----- --- -- ---- ----------
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If the method of tunnel oosration js such that it is 
po~sible to 't?laint?in a given h during a test run , 
this procedure may be reversed and thp value of h to 
be used can be calculated for any desired q . Curves 
m8.~)T be plotted of q 8.gai;lst h as found from equa-
tion (4 ) fo~ a w~de ra~ge of model spans and plan forms 
anc'i the densj ty of tbe n,arlOmeter liquid should be taken 
into aCCOUll.t. TJse of the se curves wil l save time , as 
they make it unnecessary to compute q or b for eacb 
test or each test point . 
Corrections to t~e v alue of q for tbe effects of 
wake bl ckin[3 and displa.cement blocking must be ma de if 
these effect8 are found to be appreciable . These cor-
rec tions depend upon the model c :mfi g-J.ra tion , bowever , 
a nd are thus not c0ncer~ed with th~ clear - tunnel cali -
bration . 
At spe eds in the ~ompressible range , the i mpact 
p ressure H - p , determined from tbe air - flow surveys , 
is lar8er than the true value of q . The corrected 
q may be found from the relation 
q 
= 
1 (5 ) 
H - P p 
- c 
where 
Fc 1 + 
1 2 
+ 
1 14 (6) = 4 40 + ... 
In h i gh- speed test . ng , the Ma cb number is of pri Bry 
i mpo rtance and should be known for all tests . The .l1ach 
number may be obtained from the equation 
(7) 
If the true velocity is desired for use in computing the 
Reynolds number or the advance - diameter ratio for power 
o r propeller teets , the air density during the test 
must be known . In order to calculatp. th_~ denRity , it 
is neces~ ary to know t~e temperature of the air in the 
- ------
I 
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test section . The u~ua l method is to measure the tem-
pe rature at the lo~ - speed sectio a~e2d of the entranc e 
cone and to c alculate the test - section temperature from 
the equation 
I (8) 
The correct density is then 
= J. H (1 _ !LH-T p)l/V P R T ( 9) 
As tbe correct value of both q and p are now known , 
the velocity can be calculated . 'The velocity may also 
be computed from the formula 
(10 ) 
If the mode l is large and near the static orifices , 
a further corrEction to q may be necessary to account 
for the influence of the model pressure field on the 
static pressure at the o~ifices . The correction may 
be calcula ted. with satisfac tory accuracy from the known 
fields of f l ow around airfo i ls and streamline bodies in 
wind tunnels and is generally fairly E'mall. 
Alinement - angle correctioDs .- The alinement angle , 
obtained f rom the yaw-head surve~s , is u~ed in cor -
recting the angle of attack and t he drag . The angle 
uBed must be obtained fr m an integ ration (mathematica l 
or experimental ) across the model span . As mentioned 
previously , h~wever, the angles obtained from the yaw -
head surveys are uBuaJly not accurate enough for use 
wben prec:_se drag results are desired . For example , 
consider a low - drag airfoil with a design l ift coeffi -
cient or 0.4 . An alinement- angle error of 0 . 10 causes 
an error of 0.0007 in the minimum drag coefficient . A 
more accurate alinsment - angle correction, which may be j 
I 
J 
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used only with correction method A, however , 1s usual l y 
determined from two t e sts on a model wing . One t est is 
made with the mode l mounted erec t and the other test 
with the model inverted . ~rom figure 2 (a ) and the deri -
vation of e1uation (2), the correct drag coefficient 
for the erect model is 
( 11) 
The si ns of all coefficients and angles are taken with 
re spe c t to the tunne l. For the inverted model (fig . 2 (b)), 
the correct drag coefficient is 
( 12) 
If a ll other effects have been accounted for except the 
alinement angle , the two drag coefficients must be equal 
at a given lift coefficient 
but , according to the sign convention , 
Thus , 
E: = (13) 
The difference in drag between the value for the 
mode l ere c t and the mode l inverted is then pJ.otted 
against lift coefficient and the slope of a ftraieht 
'L-- __ 
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line faired tbroucb tbe points is r.'.ul tiplied by 57 . 3/2 
to obtain tb average alinement angle in degrees . The 
accuracy of this procedure depends upon tbe fact that 
all other effects have been correctly accounted for . It 
is necessary therefore to account for the tares witb tbe 
utmost precision . In order to avoid actually determining 
and applying tbe tare correct i ons , bowever , the tests for 
botb the erect and inverted models are made with an exac t 
set of irrage 8upport8 (fig . 3 ) ~ounted on the opposite 
side of tbe wing from the normal supports . The tares a r e 
tbus automatical l y accounted for by this test procedure . 
It is also very important that tbe leakage effect8 around 
the support strut or fuiring be exactly reproduced in 
the du.;'TImies . TestE' in two dlfferer"t w5 nd tunnels have 
shown e rrors of a ~ much as 0 . 25 ~n the ali~ement angle 
due to inc ch'rec t J E:.akap:E:. reproduc tion . The averare aline -
~ent a nele determ~ned iD tbis way will be weighted 
according to tte sp anYvise load distribut i on as can be seen 
from the follo~inb derivation : 
At any section 
6d - &t. 
The total- drag correction is then 
6D 
"b/2 1 I 
= qS I 
J-b/2 
(14 ) 
This correction is applied to tbe wind- tunnel data in 
tbe form 
- E: av CL + K w ( 15) 
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where K is tbe drag correction at zero lift and will 
be zero if the wing has no aerodynamic twist and the 
variation of E across the span is not great enough to 
result in an effective aerodynamic twist . If the 
alinemcnt aDf le varies appreciably acr08S the model 
Rpan , tne average value will thus be different for dif -
ferent wing configurations . For this reason , alinement -
angle tests are frequently made individually for each 
model tested . It j8 b e lieved that the extra time 
required with this procedure is unnecessary and tbat the 
accuracy may be increased if a little more time and care 
are taken in the original tunnel calibration to determine 
the alinement ang le for different wing configurations . 
Several wings , of different spans and plan forms and 
preferably ¥ith transition fixed by means of transition 
strips , should be tested with and without partial- span 
flaps in order to determine the alinement - angle varia-
tion with wing configuration . Becau~e the drag coeffi -
cientq are compared at a constant lift for the erect and 
inverted model , the airfoil section used will have no 
effect on the result9 , unless the airfoil drag is 
unusually sensitive to transition, surface roughness , 
and so forth . In this case , much more care is required 
in the tests . 
The alinement -angle measurements made with the yaw 
head may now be checked by the use of E as deter-
avw 
mined from the f rce tests; that is , by use of the span 
load distribution for the wings tested and the alinement -
ang le distributions from the yaw- head surveys , Eavw 
may be calculated from equations (14) and (15) . If the 
yaw - he ad determinations are correct , the calculated 
values of Eav will a g ree with the force - test results 
V~ 
within the required accuracy . If they do not , the values 
of E at each point as determined from the yaw head may 
be raised or lowered slightly until the calculated and 
measured values of Eav agree . This procedure is of 
w 
use only when the variation of E from point to point 
across the tunnel is g reater than the accuracy of the 
yaw- head reading s . In such cases the, aw head will 
generally give a smaller percentage error in the varia -
tion from point to point than in the absolute value at 
each point . 
• I 
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The alinement anGle to be used for correcting the 
angle of attack is not quite the same as that to be used 
to correct the drag because different methods of averaginr 
the all~ement anFles should be used for the lift and 
for t he drag . The error in using E as the angle -avw 
of- attack correction is usually small, however, so that 
the sawe angle may generally be used for correcting the 
a~gle of attack as is used for the draG . 
For the correction method B, the alinement angle 
to be used should be that with the supports in the 
tunnel . It is customary to use the alinement angles 
me asured by the ~aw head . In case accurate drag meas -
urements are desired at moderate or high lift coeffi -
cients , this procedure will probably not be sufficient ly 
accurate . A partial over- all check on the final accuracy 
of this second procedure may be obtained by compa ring 
the final fully corrected data obtained from erect - and 
inverted- model tests of symmetrical wing models . 
If any diff~rence exists in the measured alinement 
angles at the position of the wing and the tail, a cor-
rection must be made to the pitching moments of the mo del. 
Thus , 
(16) 
where will depend upon the model configuration, 
attitude , power condition , and so forth . 
If the alinement - angle variation is not syrnmetrical 
about the ttmnel center line , small rolling and yawing 
moments will result and may be used as additi~nal condi -
tions to be satipfied . The r o lling - and yawing - moment 
corrections are usually rather small and ~f the ~arne 
sign for the erect - model an the inverted-model tests , 
however , and thus are nifficult to diqtingulsh from 'the 
effects of asymmetry o f the model . 
The method of determining the weighted alinement 
angle fro~n force testE' at large values of Mach number 
below the critical :"!peed is essentially the 8ame as at 
small valuE'S of Ma ch number , although extra care is 
l 
I 
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required to minimize interference effects . At Mach 
numbers at which the supports or parts of the model 
near the supportq have reached a critical speed, the 
difficulties and uncertainties in obtaining tares 
become excesRive. No 8atisfactory technique for 
obtaining support tares at supercritical speeds has 
ye t been developed. 
23 
Buoyancy correct:.lon . - h"[1 extensive theoretical 
investigation of the effects of a static - pressure 
pradient will be found in references 2 and 3 . Mos t 
closed- throat wind tunnels are so designed that the 
static pressure in the region to be occupied by a model 
is constant and no correction is required . If a 
gradient does exist , the drag correction is proportional 
to the product of the gradient and the effective volume 
of the body , and the proportionality factor depends on 
the shape of the body . A good approximation to the c o r -
rection for a three - dimensional body nay be found from 
the equation 
, {T .~. Adn 
6C D = Sq ~ dx ( 17) 
.)L.E. 
A clo er a ,proxima.tion may be fonnd b"l multiplying the 
correction as found from this equation by v'/v where 
the effective volume V I is found by the methods pre -
sented in references 2 and 3 . 
Tares for correction method A.- The method of 
determir..lng the tares will depend maiYlly upon the 
physical limitations of the tunnel . In fact , it is the 
limitations impofled by the tunnel on the met.hod of meas -
uring tares that determine whether correction method A 
or B can be used . In the follo~ing discussion the 
supports on Vlhich the model is mounted for the normal 
test runs are called the normal supports and the 8Up -
ports on which the mode l is mounted for tare test8 are 
call ed tare supports . In the usual procedure for tests , 
the moc.e l is mounted on the tare supports and two tests 
are run - one with dummy suppo rts (representing the 
normal suppor ts) jn place and one with the dummy sup -
ports removed . The difference in the measured data 
between the~e two tests is then taken to be equal to 
the tare. 
- - ----
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Two pospible wa~ s ar'3 avail bIe for r~mning the 
te.':lts . The 1"1Odel may be monnted iT: t:he normal poeition 
on an auxiliary tare -support system constructed to 
measure el l forcps and moments; one test may be run 
with the normal supports or du~my supports (exact 
images of t e normal StlPP0l'tS) in plaCE: and another with 
the n0rJi'_al supp0rts or dU!'l1Inies removed . Another method 
is to mount the model inverted. on an aux iliary tare 
support or on the nOl'r.1al supports , which then become the 
tare supp0rts for the tare tests , with dU'TIll1Y supports 
connected to the model for one test and removed for the 
second test . 
A basis for the discussion of tare-test pr0cedure 
wil l be provided by some general tare equations repre -
senting correction :nethod A with all tests run with the 
model in the normal position . The derivation is so~e ­
what arbitrary , e8pec~ally with resnect to the ititer-
fe rence terms . The main purpose of the equations , 
howe ver , is to 8h w the inaccuracies nnd approximations 
involved in the usual tare determinations and to indi -
cate methode:; of 5mJ;'rovi:r.g the accuracy. For this purpose 
any of several ways of writing the equations will give 
the same results . 
The symbols Land D refer to the equivalent 
cJear- tunnel l ift and drag ; that is , LM (l + 0T) is 
the lift of the model mounted on the tare supports . 
Al l the forces are reduced to coeffic~ent form and a 
clear-tunnel q if'l used for simplicity and clarity in 
the derivation and subsequent discussion . It wIll be 
shown that the accuracy of the tare deter inatlons may 
be improved by some modifications to this procedure . 
In th~ derive.tion pre8ented, only the equations for the 
drag coefficient are shown. 
The derivations of the equation q for the lift and 
pitchlng -~o~ent coefficients are similer to the deriva -
tion of t he equation for the drag 'coefficient . The 
equation for the Jift coefficient will be the same as 
that for the drag coefficient except that CL and CD 
are intercha~ged and the signs of the alinement-angle 
terms a~e reversed. The alinement - angle terms are 
negl i gib le , however , in the lift- coeffiGient equation . 
The pitching -mo~ent - coefficient equation will have the 
same form as the drag- coeff:tcient equa tion wi thou t the 
alinement - an~le terms . 
---.. -~--.-
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For the derivation , the model is assumed to be 
mounted 5n the normal erect position with the tare and 
dunury supportE: located on the same surface of the mode l 
(fig . 4) . For actual test work the tare-support system 
s1.lOwn in fi6nre 4(b ) may not be satisfactory because the 
inte r ference effect8 between the tare and dummy supports 
may be excessive . The effect of the interference will 
be shown by the equations ~ The tare - support system shown 
is uS9d for tllustrati~n , h0wever , because it gives 
simplel' equations than for the case of the inverted mode l. 
The changes in the equations required for the case of the 
inverted model ( fig . 5) will be indicated later . The 
siEns of all forces and angles are taken with respect to 
the tunnel rather than the model axes . From tests of the 
model alone on tare support ( fig . 4 ( a), 
whe r e 
CDlSq 
CLl Sq 
D\1(l + 0T) 
DIMT 
Then , 
drag scale re~ding , pounds 
lift scale reading , pounds 
model drag in presence of tare supports 
but rot including changes in air - flow 
angularity , transition , and so forth, 
caused bJ tare support 
tar e - support drag in pre s enc e of mo dal but 
not including changes in air-flow angularity, 
transition , and so forth, caused by model 
interference drag of both model and tare 
supports resulting from mutual changes in 
air - flow angularity , transition , and so 
forth. ( Tote that the word II interference" 
is used here to denote any effects obtaine d 
in addition to the sum of the effects 
obtai ned from the separate parts.) 
( 18 ) 
From tests of model on tare support with dummy support 
or norma l support in plac e (fig . 4(b», 
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DD ( 1 + ° 0 (1 + 0T) DIMD (1 + ° T) 
+ + 
Sq Sq 
DIMT (l + ° D) DI ( 1 + TD OM) 
+ + Sq ~q 
The tare is taken as 6.C D -::- CD - CD D 2 1 
F r om t he test of 
( fig . 4 (c)), 
the model on the normal 8upport 
D,1 (1 + °1,0 
CD3 = + Sq 
( 19 ) 
(20) 
(21) 
I 
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If the du~~y supports are exact images of the 
normal support (as they should be) or , better yet , if 
the normal supportf1 instead of dummies have been used, 
all terms with sub!'!cript N will be equal to the 
correspondine terms with subscript D. The model coef -
ficient corrected for the tare drag is CD3 - 6CDD ; then 
or 
(22) 
~~-- --- - - - ---
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If the tare determiratlons are made with the model 
mounted inverted , it is assumed that the tare supports 
are in the same p08ition in the ttmnel for these tests 
afl for the erect - model tests with the durmny supports on 
t~1e opposite surface of the model . (See fig . 5 .) The 
sifDS of some of the terms are reversed for the tare 
tests with the model inverted . In this case also , the 
lift tare is 6C~ = CLI - CL2 instead of CL2 - CLI 
as for the tare teats with the model erect . In the 
fina l J.ift equation all terms that aripe because of the 
presence of the tare support have the opposite sign 
from that indicated in quation (22) . For the drag 
equation , the signs of some of the altnement - angle terms 
are so reversed in the derIvation that the equation wil l 
be 
CD = C " C D3 - U DD 
( 23 ) 
In equations ( 22 ) and (23) the quantities desired 
are CL = CL ,1 and CD = CDM - tCL· The tCL term is 
the alinement - ang e correction term . The rest of the 
terms in the equations are quantities that must be deter-
mined In another manner or must be reduced to a negli -
Fible amount in order that their effect may be neglected . 
The alinement - angle correction8 to lift have 
already been shown to be ne :. ligible. In all the equa-
tions for l ift tare8 , the aline'11ent - anp-le terms may 
therefore be neflected . From an examination of the equa Q 
tions it can also be ~een that if the tare tests (sub-
scripts I and 2) are reduced to coefficient form by the 
use of a dynamic pressure equal to q (1 + 0T) obtained 
--. -~- '--~~--~-- - - - ---
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from an air-flow survey with the tare supports in place , 
all terms multiplied by 0T in the final equation will 
be elimir.ated . The factor 1 + 0T will affect 80ITe of 
the other terms in the equation and the equation becomes 
(24 ) 
with the same changes a8 previously noted for the tare 
tests of the inverted model . The factors 0T and 0D 
will be of the order of 0 . 03 to 0 . 05 and all undeslrable 
terms now remaining in the equation are second- order 
effe c ts except the CDI term, which is small if the TD 
tare and dummy supports are fairly far apart . Usually , 
the8e terms are ne~lected but if greater accuracy is 
required an estimate of their magnitude may be worth 
while . The quantity 2€6C LN appearing in the equation 
for the tare tests with the model inverted may be 
accounted f8r by subtracting from the tare drag a 
quantity equal to the tare lift times twice the clear-
tunnel alineT'lent angle . The quanti ty ( 1 + 6,'11 'JeD + CD 
T I r.,1T 
can be measured by mounting the model by means of some 
other ystem, ~uch a w res or cables , in the usual 
position with relation to the tare supports btt not 
connected to them. Measurement of the forces on the 
tare supports will in this ca Re include the interference 
of the model on the supports . The main par t of the 
interference of the supports on the mode l is included 
in the terms 1 + 6T and 6€T appearing in the equa-
tions. If this method is not available, the q antity 
( 1 + OM)CD
T 
+ CDr ITr may be approximated . Measurement 
of the forces on the tare support alone with the part of 
the support to be enclosed in the mode l well faired will 
give CDT . The factor OM can be estimated from 
pressure - distribution curves for the region where the 
-----
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supports are attached to the model . The quantity CDIMT 
is more difficult to estimate. 
The factor 0D may be found quite easily by a com-
parison of the dynamic - pressure surveys made for the 
clear tunnel and the supports-in- place condition. The 
quantities 6€:T6CL and 6£D6CL along with the inter-
D T 
ference factor CD are mutual interference effects 
ITD 
between the two sets of supports that must be determined 
or eliminated . In most cases , the errors caused by 
neglecting the interference effects will be within the 
accuracy of measure~ent . For example , when a value of 
tare lift equal to 0.02 (fig . 1 ) is used, a change of 
alinement angle of 0 . 3 0 at the wing lifting line would 
cause the increment of drag coefficient from the 
6£T6CL te r m in the preceding equations to be approxi-
D 
mately 0 . 0001. The ~€:D6C~ term should be of the 
same order o f magnitude . An examination of the available 
air- flow surveys indicates that the main change caused 
by the support struts is a curvature of the air flow 
over the supports with little change in the average 
angle across the wing span - that is, the average change 
in alinement angle is probably much less than 0.30 • 
The equipment and methods used in making the tare 
tests should be designed to eliminate or minimize the 
interference between the two sets of supports . The 
interference effects may be mini mized by using tare and 
dummy supports that are located as far as possible from 
each other on the model. When the two sets of supports 
are located on opposite surfaces of the airfoil at the 
same spanwise stat i on, it can be shown that the induced-
drag part of the tares may occur as a double error in 
the results rather than disappearing as might be expected. 
It should also be remembered that the quantities 
6€:T6Cr'D and 6€:D~CDr actually r epresent a spanwise 
integration of the values at each section . The main part 
of the changes in alinement angle 6€T and 6€D will 
occur in the vicinity of the tare and dummy supports, 
respectively . The farther apart the two sets of supports 
are l ocated the sma ller a r e the terms 6€:T6CLD and 
~ (D~CLT . Severa l posE:ible ways of mounting two sets of 
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supports to reduce tbe mutual interference effects are 
shown in figure 6. 
Prom aerodynamic considerations, a wire support 
system (fig . 6) satisfies rather well most of the 
requirements for a good tare-support system. Wire 
~upports cause little change in air-flow angularity and 
little change in dynamic pressure . Several objections 
to a wjre support system are evident: Not all bunnel-
balance frames are so constructed tbat the wire system 
may be used; the wires must be preloaded the same for 
both tare tests in order to eliminate chan~es in wire 
drag due to changes in wire tension; the large drag of 
the wires decreases the accuracy of determining the tare 
drag ; and the installation of a model with a wire balance 
is difficult. In addition , the wire Rupport system will 
probably have a low critica] speed and cannot be used 
when high ,1ach numbers are required . The support system 
shown in the center of figure 6 will probably also be 
unsatisfactory from a compressibility standpoint . It has 
been found that the vling - tip support s mus t be de signed to 
avoid appreciable lift tares; that is, the crOS2 section 
must be circular or some similar shane. The critical 
speed of such a strut would then be low . If the two sets 
of supports are placed at a distance from each other, it 
can be assumed that, for all practical purposes , their 
mutual interference effe8cs will be negligible. For tare 
determinations of complete models mounted on a single 
strut at the fuselage or for stability and control tests 
in which the absolute drag is not of prime importance , 
the method of mounting the model inverted on the normal 
support for tare tests is satisfactory . An additional 
point with regard to tare tests is the important effect 
that may result from any open slots on the suction side 
of the wing at the point of attachment of the tare 
supports . Experience has shown that any such slots 
should be sealed and faired smooth . 
If the tare and dummy supports must be placed close 
together as in figure 3 , the interference terms 6€T6C LD , 
6€D6C~ , and CDITD may be determined by the use of a 
third set of supports in conjunction with the usual tare 
and dummy supports. If this procedure is followed , 
results from three instead of two tests will be available 
for determining tares in order that the interference 
effects may be found . The use of thi8 procedure would 
probably not be justified, however , unless the tares are 
very large or unless the interference effects are 
e.xpected to be appreciable . 
Tares for correction method B.- For correction 
. ._-
method B, the original air - flow survey is made with the 
r 
-- -._--
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normal support in place and lncludes the effect of the 
supports on q and E. The tarec should therefore 
not include any changes in q and E caused by the . 
supports . The tares in this case are then defined as 
the djrect air forces on the supports plus the inter-
ferenc e of the model on the supports p lus any local 
effects of the supports on the model not included in 
the air-flow survey , such as transition changes or 
separation effects on airfoils at the po int o f attach-
ment of the supp0rt to the mo del . 
The direct alr forces on the supports and the inter-
ference of the model on the supports can be measured by 
~ounting the model independently of the balance by means 
of cables and measuring the forces on the balance . In 
order to measure the effects of the supports o n transi-
tion and separat on change s on the airfo l1, it is neces -
sary to have a set of dummy supports. The model is 
placed on the tare supports or normal eupports and the 
dummies are placed close to , b ut not in contact with, 
the model . The difference between this test and one 
without the dummie-s g ives the interference effect of 
the dummies . An exampl e of this procedure in use in 
the Langley full-~cal F tunnel i s !hown in reference 19. 
The foregoing procedure i s subject to several 
inaccuracies . Any dummy supports p laced near the model 
cause chang es in q and E over the model . The effe ct 
of these changes will then be ,included in the tare s • . 
The tunnel surveys for the correction method B, however , 
already include the effect of the supports on q and E . 
Part of the effect s of the supports is thus apparently 
accounted for twice . The errors c aused by this condi -
tion may be minimi zed by repro ducing in the dummies 
only that part of the supports near the model . 
In the correction method B the dynamic pressure 
ob tained from the air- flow survey wi th the normal supports 
in place is used for computing the c oefficients for all 
tests . By means of equations similar to equations (18 ) 
to (24 ) it can be shown that in method B the error in 
det ermining the tares will be 0D times the total forces 
rather than 0D times the for c es on the tare support as 
fo r the c orrection method A. In order to corr ect for 
this factor , it would be necessary to have a clear - tunnel 
air - flow survey to determine 0D - On the whole, it 
appears that the correction method B will seldom be as 
accurate as method A and should be use d only when it is 
the only reasonable procedure availabl e . 
-' 
~--- .. - -_. 
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Wake shadow. - As ~tated previously, the wake 
shadow may cause change s in total head, static - pressure 
gradient , dynamic pressure , alinement angle , and turbu-
lence . The existence of a wake shadow may be determined 
quite easily from total-pressure surveys made at some 
sec tion of the turmel ahead of the model and compared 
with total - pressure surveys at the same section with no 
model ln the tunnel. The survey should be made over the 
entire tunnel section at the survey plane, especially 
near the static orifices in case the wake i8 deflected 
from the center of the tunnel . 
It would seem that no exact solution of the prob-
lems of wal{e shadow is possible • . One method of eeti-
mating the value of q when wake - shadow blocking is 
present i~ that used at the Langley full - scale tunnel . 
This tunnel is of the open··throat type and it has been 
found that the static pressure at the model position 
with only the support struts in the t mrel is equal to 
the pre8sure in the te s t chamber. For any particular 
model the total pressure over a p lane somewhat ahead 
of the model and the tatic pres s ure In the test 
chamber are meas~red . The average value of q may 
then be found. from an integration across the mode1 span 
I 
q = b J
"b/2 11 - n F-'&::' dy 
- b/2 c 
This method does not appear to be readily or accurately 
applicable to closed-throat tunnels . 
As previously sugge~t ed , no satisfactory experi -
mental technique has yet been developed for measuring 
all the effects of a wake shadow. If difficulties 
resulting from wake shadow are found to exist in a 
wind tunnel , the best procedure would probably be to 
modify the tunnel by adding screens or d iffuser vanes 
in such a way that the vlBke E:hadoVi would be e limina ted. 
Wake Survey Tes ts 
The preceding discussion has been concerned with 
corrections to the results of tests in which the aero-
dynamic forces and moments are measureG by means of 
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the balance system o~ which the model is mounted. In 
order to determine the variation of the profile drag 
along the wing span , wake survey test~ are often made . 
These Rurveys have alqo been used to determine the com-
bined drag tares and buoyancy corrections for so~e 
models (reference 20 ). ThiA method of testing requires 
considerably more time than force tests but is the 
only '.vay of de t eIT.linins the variation of profile drag 
across the wing span . 
For the wake surveys , the effect of the support s is 
accounted for by computing co efficients by use of a 
dynamic pressure deterT'1il~ed for the air-flow surveys made 
with the supportA in the tunnel. The actual q at each 
po int along the ppan ratter than tte average value of q 
must be used for dete':"mining the local profile - drag coef-
ficients . Of course, ccrrections for compressibility , 
wake shadow , displace::nent blo cking , and so forth , must 
be ma~e as for thp force tests , ut jet-boundary and 
aline'TIent - anfle correc tions to tbe drag are unnecessary . 
Jet - boundary and a linenent- angle corrections are applied 
to the ang l e of attack . 
The total profile - drag coefficient is obta i ned by 
a slliiJrnat io n of the sec tion profile drag mea ::Jur·ed along 
the spa!:. . 
fC d cq dy 
o 
fcq dy ( 25) 
~1ec.surement8 made at or near the suppor·ts will 
include the profile drag of the supports . The drag of 
the supports is elimi~ated by plotting the values of 
cdocq acro ss the span and fairing a smooth curve 
through the points , the values measured near the supports 
being ignored . The integration indicated in equation (2~ 
i2 then performed for the faired curve. 
It is sUfgested that wake - survey measurements may 
be used to check the accurac, of the over- all correc-
tions to the drag - that i s , force tests are made with 
all. necessary co rrEctions applied. The induced drag 
is then accurate l y calculated and 8ubtracted from 
these result8 to give ~he profile ~rag . If the 
----- - .. ---- ------------ ---
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c orrec tions applied are accurate, this profile drag 
should check that d6termined from wake surveys across 
the entire wing. This procedure would also be expected 
to be most reliable at low lift coefficients because 
it depends upon the accurate calculation of the induced 
drag. At high lift coefficients, an additional source 
of inaccuracy is the difficulty of making profile -drag 
measu~ements in the region of the ai rfo il tip. 
EXAMP LES OF CURRENT PRACTICE 
LanFley lS-foot pressure tunnel.- The c alibration 
and correction procedure used in the Langley lS-foot 
pressure turmel follo"iVS closely the procedure outlined 
as correction method A. Tare tests are made with the 
model mounted invFrted, the normal supports used as 
tare support s , and a ~et of exact-image dummy suppor ts 
mounted on the opposite side of the model. 
Inasmu ch as the static - pressure g radient at the 
position of the model is essentially zero, no buoyancy 
corrections are necessary . Total- pressure surveys 
ahead of a typical model failed to disclose any evidence 
of a wake shadow . The empirical formula given previously 
A 1 + 4AT is used to correct the dynamic pres~ure for 
displacement blocking . 
The tunnel-wall-interference corrEctions are applied 
as the first corr e ctions after t he data are reduced to 
coefficient form and before any other corrections are 
applied. This procedure is used for all te t runs, 
i ncl uding tare tests . 
Langley 7 - by lO - foot tunnel .- In the Langley 7 - by 
lO-foot tunnel , correction method A is used and the 
order of applying the corrections is the same as that 
given in the discussion. This tunnel is a low-speed 
high-turbulence tunnel used chiefly for stability and 
control tests; therefore, mo st of the refinements 
suggested in the preceding discussion , particularly for 
precise drag determinations , are unnecessary . 
Models in this tunne l are mounted on a single sup -
port strut, which is sealed as it p asses through the 
bottom of the tunnel. Ta re s are determined by mounting 
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the model inverted on this !lormal ~upport strut and 
using a dummy etrut that is an image of the lower 
strut . I t is unnecessary to convert the tares to 
coefficient form before their a~plication to the model 
data because a conetant predetermined dynamic pressure 
can be maintained . Tare moments must, however, be 
transferred through the ~odel before they are applied . 
Alinempnt - angle tests are not run for each model 
but are run with two standard wine s of different spans 
and checked occasionally . Because the variation in E 
across the tunnel is not enough to show any difference 
for the two standard wings , the weighting procedure 
for different wing plan forms is not necessary . Changes 
of the order of 0 . 2 0 in the alinement angle have been 
noted over a period of several years. The necessity of 
periodic check tests is thus indicated . The accuracy 
of the drag balance make8 possible the determination of 
the alinement angle to within about 0 . 05 0 • The i~por­
tance of exactly ~ reproducing the tunnel leakage condi -
tions for alinement - ang le and tare tests was demonstrated 
in the Langley 7 - by lO - foot tunnel when alinement - angle 
tests were run after a new streamline fairing had been 
added to the support strut. Tests made with the lower 
end of the strut having about a ~ -inch annular gap but 
with the dummy sealed shewed an alinement angle of 
0 . 10 • When the gap was completely sealed, the alinement 
angle was changed to - 0.10 • 
In the region occupied by the model the Qtatic -
pressure gradient is substantially zero and no buoyancy 
correction is necessary . 
Because relatively larg e models are often tested 
in such tunnels , ~ rather extensive investigation of the 
tunnel - wall interference has been conducted for 7 - by 
10 - foot tunnels . The numerical r e sults for tunnels of 
this size as well as general methods applicable to all 
tunnels will be found in references 8 , 9 , and 10 . 
Langley full - pcale tunnel .- The large size and the 
open t~roat of the Langley full - scale tunnel have made the 
installation of exact - image d~~y supports difficult . 
For this tunnel , therefore , correction method B is used . 
All tests are computed from air- flow surveys made with 
the support struts in place . The alinement angle used 
_____ .J 
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in correcting the data is that obtained from the yaw-
head survey~ with supports in place . 
Several methods are used for determining tares . 
37 
One method used is that described previously for 
correction method B, in which the tares are determined 
in two parts (reference 19) . Another method used fre-
quently at present for measuring drag tares is the 
wake - survey method . The normal support struts in this 
tunnel are usually attached to the under surface of the 
wing . Wake-survey measurements of the profile drag are 
made at a number of spanwise stations and very small 
intervals are used near the support - strut location . A 
smooth curve is obtained for the variat i on of profile 
drag along the wing at some distance from the support . 
As the support is approached, the drag rises considerabl~ 
It is assumed that the wing profile drag will show a 
uniform varia t ion; therefore , a curve is arbitrarily 
faired , and those points near the support are neglected . 
The integrated difference between this curve and that 
drawn through the measured values of profile drag gives 
the tare . 
It is in the Langley full - scale tunnel that the 
problems of the wake shadow have probably been investi -
gated most extensively . The existence of the wake shadow 
was discovered during tests to check some calculated jet-
boundary corrections (reference 4). Its effects were 
investigated on a full - size airplane by mea~uring the 
dynamic pressure and static pressure at several points 
near the airplane in flight and then in the tunnel . A 
comparicon of the results showed a decrease of about 
6 percent in the average dynarr~c pressure around the 
airplane when placed in the tunnel . In addition, the 
stati c-pressure gradient was altered in such a way as 
to cause an increase in drag of about 5 percent of the 
minimum drag when the airplane was placed in the tunnel . 
These figures were obtained for a b iplane that was 
rather unclean aerodynamically . For airplanes of modern 
design the effec s of wake blocking are considerably 
smal l er . For plain airfoils , for which no flight tests 
were available, it was nec e ssary to make a theoretical 
estimate of the undisturbed field around the airfoil . 
The effec t s of thE' airfoil field of floVJ were then sub-
tracted from the measured total p ressure, dynamic 
pressure , and static pressure at a point ahead of the 
airfoil to obtain the corre cted values . 
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The correction for wake blocking is now obtained by 
measuring the total p ress ure ahead of a model and the 
stat ic pressure jn tllA te st chamber, which is equal to 
the static pressure at the model position , and applying 
Bernoulli's th eorem to obtain th~ free-stream dynami c 
pressure. 
Buoyancy correcttons are not necc8sary 
wing models mo~nted in the usual position . 
model to be tested has a fuselage , however , 
correctione are required . 
for p lain-
If the 
buoyancy 
Me asurements have shown that the effect of the 
exit cone of t hiE' tunnel on the air flow bEhind a model 
is of approximately the same maenitude as and of 
opposite sign from that due to :et-boundary interference . 
The p itching - momen t corrections that are required to 
account for the jet- boundary interference are thus 
usually negligible . 
CO TCLTJDING HEflIARK~ 
Detailed methods have been p r es6rted for determining, 
to a high degree of accuracy , the corrections to wind-
tunnel te8tE' of three - dimenslonal model for the effects 
of the model - support system, the nonuniform air flow in 
the tlmnel , and the tunnel walls or jet boundaries. It 
should be remembered , however , that the mos t reliable 
results are gene rally obtained in that condition for 
whi ch the required corrections are the smallest . If , 
during the air - flow surveys and alinpment-angle tests , 
any ma rked irregularity is evident in the air stream, 
the best procedtre would probably be to modify the wind 
tunnel to el i minate the necessity of large corrections 
to the measured data . Screens and deflector vanes 
proper l y located can be lsed to adju~t the air - flow 
conditions to ob tain more uniform flow or to eliminate 
any se rious effects of wake shadow . Sealing the suppo rt 
struts and fairings and any other openings i n the tunnel 
will help to eliminate some of the uncertainty in deter -
mining tarE , alinement - angle , and static-pressure-
gradient c orr e ctionR . Careful design of the support 
struts and their means of attachment to the model will 
minimize the tare corrections . 
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The accuracy to whic~ the corrections must be deter-
mined and the time to be spent in calibrating the tunnel 
must ultimately be decided by the tunnel operator from 
considerations of the purpose for which the tests are 
being conduct€d , tl:e precision required in the final 
re8ult s , and the time available for determining and 
applyine t~e corrections . 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
Na tional Advisory COrrh'TIi ttee 1'01" A6ronautic s 
Langley Field, Va. 
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TABLE I.- SOURCES FOR NUMERICAL VALUES OF JET-BOUNDARY CORRECTIONS OR CORRECTION FACTORS 
Corrections 
Angle of 
Average aeross wing 
attack Weighted according to chord 
Induced 
Average across wing 
drag Weighted according to span 
load distribution 
Rolling moment 
Yawing moment 
Pitching moment, downwash angles, and wake 
location 
Lift 
Streamline P1tching moment 
curvature 
Hinge moment 
-- -- -_ . ~ - ---~-
--- --
aTunne l width, 10 ft; tunnel he1ght, 7 ft. 
bTunnel w1dth -to ~he1ght ratio, v2:l. 
cTunnel width, 20 ft; tunnel he1ght, 7 ft. 
dTunnel width- to - he1ght ratio, 1.366:1. 
Rectangular tunnel 
Open Clo.ed 
7 7 and as 
clO 
7 7 and as 
c lO 
a9 and e lO 
a9 and e lO 
f,g.., f,g2,f,g7,ae 
a9 and clO 
as and cIO 
as and c lO 
clO 
-- ._--
- -
-
eTunnel w1dth, 10 ft; tunnel height, 7 ft for reflection-plane models. 
fTunnel width - to - he1ght ratio, 1:1. 
gTunnel width - to - height ratio, 2:1. 
- - ---
Reference 
Circular tunnel Elliptic tunnel 
Open 
2 and 7 
2 and 7 
11 
Cloeed Open 
2 and 7 7 and b 11 
2 and 7 7 and b 11 
l~ 
11 b11 
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Closed 
7 and b 11 
7, b 11• and d12 
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